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Advances in Speech Synthesis By Larry Nickel
Until recently, speech synthesis was either costly, complicated or cumbersome. The
methods of the past were either tape recorders or the use of huge memories to store
conventionally digitized speech. Now the technology of largescale integration (LSI)
and very largescale integration (VLSI), coupled with extensive research into the
mechanics of speech, have allowed construction of solidstate speech synthesizers
with only a few ICs.

Various Approaches
The tape recorder method was one of the first approaches. It allows storage of many
words, but the maximum access time for each word can be very long. The
mechanical aspects of this system are not particularly reliable either.
The bruteforce approach uses an eightbit analogtodigital converter with a clock
rate of perhaps eight to ten kHz. The speech data is then stored in ROM (read only
memory). For playback a digitaltoanalog converter is used. Unfortunately,
100,000 bits per second would require an enormous memory just for ten or 15
words. Instead of using ROM, RAM (random access memory) could be used, with
the vocabulary stored on disk and loaded as required. This could impose a great
deal of wear on the disk system if the device must speak often.
Some years ago linguists developed a set of sounds called phonemes, which could
be strung together to form words. Generally, you have to determine the phonemes
needed for the particular words that you want to speak. This can be complicated,

and sometimes the words do not sound exactly as you expect. The advantages are
that only a few bytes are required for each word, and virtually any word or sound
can be synthesized. Phoneme word synthesizers have been priced at $225 and up.
(One supplier is included in reference 1.)

New Product Advances
A number of companies (mostly semiconductor firms) have recently announced
voice synthesizer ICs. Usually, the manufacturer provides a ROM with speech data,
and this ROM attaches to the synthesizer chip. The speech data contains complex
pitch and amplitude information which is processed by the synthesizer. It is not
possible for the customer to generate the data that goes into the ROM. The
semiconductor manufacturer records the human voice and uses sophisticated
algorithms and some human intervention to arrive at the ROM code. The user must
either be content with standard vocabularies that are offered or pay huge
development costs for custom words.
The good news is that inexpensive standard vocabularies are being developed now,
and several will be available at the time of this printing. Industry is looking forward
to using this technology for clocks, appliances, test instruments, automobiles,
scales, gasoline pumps and telephones. Within the next six months these voice
synthesizers will be sold (in huge quantities) for less than $10, and many new
electronic products will be talking.

General Instrument
General Instrument (see reference 2) has several interesting products. The SP0256
is a synthesizer, microprocessor and enough ROM for about 16 words, all rolled
into one chip. To expand the capability, an SPR16, SPR32 or SPR128 ROM is added.
The VSM2032 is a threechip set intended for a talking calculator or clock and has a
fixed vocabulary of 37 word phrases.

Votrax
The same company that start( with phoneme synthesizers years ago is now offering
some new product Votrax (see reference 1) has an SC( speech synthesizer IC, an SC(
speech pack which says 255 word phrases and an SC01 evaluation ( board which
includes about 1000 ( words/phrases, plus sound effects. Evidently some of this
technology included in a new portable product for the handicapped speechless
person called the Phonic Mirror Handy Voice.

Texas Instruments
Texas Instruments has two new voice synthesis ICs, using what TI refers to as linear
predictive coding. timevarying digital filter models the voice tract, and this filter is
excited with a digital representation either glottal air impulses (voiced sounds) or
the rush of air (unvoiced sounds).
The bottom line is that getting from voice to ROM code is a very complex process.
The TMS5100 is a fourbit device including an onchip 36 mW power amplifier and
is intended for lowcost, highvolume applications. The TMS5200 is an eightbit
device and is for microprocessor and bus oriented uses; it features slight higher
quality speech than the 5100 (but requires a low pass filter and amplifier). The
5200 has a READY line and must be treated as a slow memory device by inserting
appropriate wait states.

Both the 5100 and 5200 use the Texas Instruments TMS6100 128Kbit ROM which
stores the speech data. A demonstration vocabulary is available, but don't buy it
because it contains such phrases as Leon thinks it abnormal for a giraffe to roll on
the ground. The product of most interest is a standard vocabulary being offered
with approximately 200 words and is designated the VM61001.
The custom linear predictive coding speech is very good quality. Additionally, TI is
able to generate phonemes. One company, Street Electronics Corporation (see
reference 3), is already marketing a phoneme generator based on the TMS5200.
TI also has a technique using allophones. Allophones sound a lot like the Cylon
warriors from Battlestar Gallacticakind of a monotone but understandable. The
phoneme or allophone approach allows the speech data to be much more compact.
Before you invest in TI's technology, drop them a note and request literature on the
TMS5100, 5200 and 6100 (see reference 4). Also inquire about their speech
synthesis chip set, the TMSK201. Evidently the TMSK201 is available with the
VM61001 standard vocabulary (but be sure you don't get the demo vocabulary).

National Semiconductor
National Semiconductor has recently introduced Digitalker, their speech synthesis
chip, the MM54104. Like the TI TMS5200, the MM54104 requires a ROM for
storage. National makes a pair of ROMs designated MM52164SSR1 and MM52164
SS2, which are packaged with the MM54104 in a product called the DT1050
Standard Vocabulary Kit. The kit costs $85, and the price trend should be down.
Regardless, most of the other manufacturers are pricing their products somewhat
higher than Digitalker. The ROMs contain 143 letters/numbers and words (see
Table 1). I can think of a lot of other words that I would like to have, but these 143
let you do a great deal. Additional standard vocabularies will be available soon.
Also, see my software tips below.
Table 1. The Digitalker vocabulary

Table 1. The Digitalker vocabulary
Hardware Tips
National doesn't have a fancy name for their digital word encoding technique, but
the speech produced is high quality. The hardware interface to a microprocessor is
simple. You simply treat the synthesizer just as you would a location in I/O or RAM.
Use the CS (chip select) line and the WR (write) lines, which are active low. The
MM54104 produces an INTR (interrupt) output when it is finished voicing each
word. This can signal your processor to jam in the next word. The CMS (command
select) line can be kept low, or, if you would like to reset the INTR line without
initiating the next speech word, lift CMS high and perform a WRITE.

If you can easily control the time between words, the INTR line may not be needed.
It does help to produce uniform word spacing if INTR is used. To conserve power a
ROM enable (ROMEM) pin is provided to shut off the ROM when it is not in use.
The speech output from the MM54104 is buffered in a follower (gain of 1) stage.
National recommends use of the programmable LM346 OPAMP, probably for low
power applications, but I substituted an LM741. The output of the OPAMP drives
an LM386 power amplifier. More gain can be extracted from the LM386 if a 10 uF
capacitor (or a cap in series with a resistor) is connected between pins 1 and 8. Be
careful of the wiring layout if you do this, because otherwise there could be some
oscillation due to the high gain.
I have connected this equipment to my TRS80 Model I Level II, but it could run on
virtually any system. The circuit of Fig. 1 is a good starting point. Fig. 2 shows the
TRS80 pinouts for the expansion bus at the keyboard and expansion interface. An
expansion interface is not required. Be careful how you wire to the TRS80. The
edge connectors match the numbering, for instance, on Viking wirewrap connector
P/N 3VH20/ 1JND5 and many other edge connectors, except for flat cable
insulation displacement types. These types are numbered differently.
Note that in the schematic of Fig. 1 the MM54104 is I/O mapped and that an OUT
instruction to location 0 will initiate speech and reset INTR. An OUT instruction to
location 2 will only reset INTR. In BASIC, for instance, OUT 0,127 would sound the
word "ready."
If you leave some extra space on the board when you fabricate this circuitry, you
can add some sockets later for additional ROM. With a few TTL chips to manipulate
the device selects for the MM52164s, more than two ROMs could be supported.
Note that no bus drivers will be needed for the MM54104 regardless of the
microprocessor system that it is used with, since there is no way or need to read
data from the MM54104. Since the MM54154 is NMOS, it also does not load the bus
appreciably. You should write or call National Semiconductor (see reference 5) for
data sheets and application notes on the DT1050.
In wiring the DT1050, check and recheck your work with care. A mistake could
prematurely destroy the ICs. National recommends using 711 V dc to power the
MM54104 so the output of the LM78L05 has been adjusted to approximately 9 V
dc. I suggest that all power supplies be checked before inserting the synthesizer or
ROMs. As with any MOS device, be sure to avoid static discharges.

Software Tips
Any words or letters from the ROM can be chained together to make phrases or
sentences. Not as obvious, pieces of words may be combined to make new words.
For instance, if you start the word comma and jam in pound halfway through
comma, you can get compound. If you gate the audio buffer or amplifier, you could
chop off the first part of a word and use the last part. You can use letters as words
such as u for you and b for be, etc. I use weight for the word wait.
A phonemebased system would be better for creating your own custom words, but
I have found that many new words can be synthesized with only the sounds and
syllables in the DT1050. Some short programs are provided as food for thought.
Remember that the timing is very critical when only pieces of words are used. If
your computer is not a TRS80, the timing will need to be altered slightly. If you
have a TRS80, then as a starting point type the programs in exactly as they are
listed. Note that my Digitalker is I/O mapped as location 12. Change this to suit
your system.
The first example (Listing 1) is for the word ATTENTION. The A from again (line
20) is followed by the TEN from the number 10 (line 50), followed by the CH from
check (line 80), followed by the A from again (line 110), followed finally by the N

from near (line 130). This gives us ATENCHAN. The AN on the end is used to
give an UN sound. The word is understandable but has a slight European accent.
Other excamples are COMPUTER, HELLO, YES and NO in Listings 2, 3, 4 and 5,
respectively. YES was particularly difficult because the YE sound is not available
and a U sound was substituted.
It was certainly not National Semiconductor's intention to use the DT1050 this way,
but it does show what can be done with some extra effort. The author would like to
know of any other words that the readers may construct.
Listing 1. Synthesizing attention.
10 'SYNTHESIZE ATTENTION
20 OUT 12,58
30 D=50
40 GOSUB 180
50 OUTl2,l0
60 D=110
70 GOSUB 180
80 OUTl2,73
90 D=20
100 GOSUB 180
110 OUT 12,58
120 D=1O :GOSUBl8O
130 OUTl2,11l
140 D=25:GOSUBl8O
150 OUT12,71
160 D=500:GOSUBl80
170 GOTO 20
180 FOR X=1 TO D
190 NEXT X
200 RETURN

Listing 3. Synthesizing Hello
10 'synthesize hello
20 OUT12,90: 'H FROM HAVE
30 D=20:GOSUB110
40 OUT12,43: 'L
50 D=80:GOSUB110
60 OUT12, 103: 'LOW
70 D=70:GOSUB110
80 OUT12,71: 'SILENCE
90 D=500:GOSUB110
100 GOTO 10
110 FOR X=1TOD
120 NEXT X
130 RETURN
Listing 4. Synthesizing Yes
10 'synthesize yes
20 OUT12,52: 'U
30 D=25:GOSUB90
40 OUT12,81: 'E FROM ERROR
50 D=25:GOSUB90
60 OUT12, 129: 'SS
70 D=500:GOSUB90
80 GOTO 20
90 FOR X=1TOD

100 NEXT X
110 RETURN
Listing 5. Synthesizing No
10 'synthesize no
20 OUT12,112: 'N FROM NUMBER
30 D=30:GOSUB90
40 OUT12,46: 'O
50 D=60:GOSUB90
60 OUT12, 71: 'SILENCE
70 D=500:GOSUB90
80 GOTO 10
90 FOR X=1TOD
100 NEXT X
110 RETURN

Conclusion
The possibilities for home use of this new technology are many. Computer
voice response is especially good where users have nontechnical backgrounds.
Hams will now find it economical to provide speech synthesis for automatic
station identification or for sophisticated repeater control applications.
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